
November 20 ,  1958 

Project 7000 

FILE MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: S I G U  Performance compared to other computers. 

1. Introduction: 

In discussing the last SIGMA Timing Simulator memo (November 7, 
1958)  with various people It realize that there is some confusion a8 
to what a simulated comparisron of intternal computing speeds of two 
different machinee really ia. As a reeult perhaps it would be worth* 
while to draw a comparison in detail jfor the purpose of ahowing how 
difficult it ia  to compare computers Grith different organizations in 
general, yet haw simple it is to compare them on eptcific jobs. 
Timing Shilator code does RO mare lthan this, it just works out a 
larger sample of jobs for more w.ria~:io~s of asaumptions. 

The 

n. Genera, Lhitations on Computer Speed ccvl 

In machines of the von Newrnann stored program type, the execution 
of a typical indexed, data fetching instruction b e  the following steps 
which muart be done in erequencb; (single address inatructions assumed). - 

1, 
2. 

, . 3, 
4, 
5,  
6. 
7. 
8. 

advance instruction counte:r 
send fetch request to hstma,ction memory 
instruction memory reads out 
decode instruction 
perform index addition, if required 
send fetch request to data innenlory 
data memory reads out 
perform arithmetic operation. 

Each of these s t e p  t a k e s  time, however. 
raenta %8efultt work. 
may be considered as ttparasitic’l loperatione. 

Only the last item repre- 
The other seepa although they are necessary 

There are eesentially two waya of speeding up a computer: ( I )  build 
it  mat of faster c~mponenta, and (2)  make its organization more effi- 
cient. The latter ie our effort to reduce the number of logical levels 
in the arithmetic: operations and to cut down the percentage of time 
spent on the parasitic operations. 
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Since the above steps must be done in secpence, getting 100% useful 
time would seem to be impossible. However by overlapping the 
startirig of inatructions with the execution of earlier ones it is theore- 
tically posaible to overlap all the pariwitic operationa SO that they are 
done in %o t h e ' ' .  

The 704 and 709 are examplee of machines where the above steps are 
&ne sequentially with no overlap. (Actually, there is some overlap - -  
the hatruction counter is advanced as part of the previous instruction. ) 

The 7890 is an example of increasing machine performance by using 
faster component8 with no change in organization. 

U R C  aad STRETCH both use faster components and overlapped organi- 
eatfon to achieve increased performance. Roughly speaking, STRETCH 
has about four t h e 8  a8 much overlap a a  ILARC. 

Making simple comparieone between nnachinera with overlap is difficult, 
however one can artill learn much by looking at maximum and average 
rates for similar operationa. 

III. Memory Speed Limbtions 

It hae been often said, "Specify the memory, and you specify the machine. 
Of course this is an aver-simplification of' the situation, but it is etill true 
that if one ktlowrr the memory apeed aJnd the degree of overlapping to be 
attempted, many of the other details ojf the machine are also specified. 

In Table 1, there are listed maximum :rate@ at which instructions and data 
may be furnished to variouar carnputesre. These, especially the instruction 
rate, limit the ultimate performance of the machines on @hurt operations. 
Having separate data and instruction memories in LARC doubles the effec- 
tive rate of the memu~ies. STR.ETCH gains another factor of 4 by having 
2 instructions per word with 2 memory bates for insrtructions, and 4 memory 
boxes for data. 

If the rates at which instructions or data Cim be fetched are lower that the 
rate at which the instructions can be executed in the arithmetic un€t, then 
the machine would be strictly memory limited, 
chines listed in Table I are in this catagomy. 

Fortunately none of the ma- 

The column "old STRETCH" i s  included to compare our estimates of a year 
or two ago with prersent realities. 



e- 
Table l: Memory cycle times and ~max2mum poooible Data Rates and 

Instruction Rates for various Ma&hewar, including the effect 
of Overlap. 

N* 

Maximurn Data Rate 
(timet, 704) 

Ind&i% Arithmetic Speed Limitationrr . 
In sequential machines such ao the 704, m e  often-speaks of the indexing 
t h e  being "buried" * in the instmetion, giving the imprearion that no 
W e  i a t  required for it. Actually the true sftuatfon i8 that one always 
ophds this time whether it i s r  w e d  O r  not,. Indexkg ie much more truly 
buried in an overlapped design even though one i s  more conscious of the 
t ime  it takes.  

Table: 31 liutca the indexing rates 
7090 the time listed i8 the "1 cyclef1 'time. 
about 1/4 of this, 

r th.e almve machbss. For the 704 and 
Their actual inddng  time io 

(See Section- VI. ) 

Table ff: Indexing TimeaaadSpeeda for various Machinee. 

ops, (All t h e e  
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V. Arithmetic Unit Speed Limitations 

A s  was mentioned above, the arithmetic: unit represents the real useful 
work of the computer. 
from one machine to another. 

Instruction s e t s  vary considerably in complexity 

Machines which are aimed at scientific prdblema may best be rated in 
terms of their basic floating point arithmetic times. 
justly that this is a very narrow view point on which to compare complete 
systems, but recall that many people m e  only the floating multiply speeda 
tu make the comparison. 

One may argue 

Table ULI lists the arithmetic times and rates for the common floating point 
operations. 

Table III, Floatbg Arithmetic Times and Speeds for various Machines. 

I 704 ' 7090 ' LARG f SIGMA "old STRETCH'' -I 4. usec 0.4 u s e c  4 . 8  u e e c  0.2 usec Time for Load 
Store 

Time for Add 

Time for  Mpy. 

Time for Div. 

16. 8 

40. 8 

0. 6 4: 1.0 

8. 2 . 4  

28. 1 7.5 

1 . 2  

1 .  8 43.2  

i 
18.45 uaec 

Time for 6-6-  
2. 25 usec 6. 2.5 - 1.44 uaec 

I_ 

: 

0.64 

1 60 .  5. 

5. 

5. 

5 .  

6. Load, Store 
Speed 

Add Speed 

120. 

140, 

140. 

120. 

1 84. 21. 

I Mpy Speed 

Div. Speed 

5 ,  144. 
Speed t 

(All  times 704) 
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VI. Comparison of the Computers on an actual Problem 

s f  one studies the above tables, the reason why it i s  hard to quote a simple 
@peed ratio fo r  the computers becomes obvious. For e x w p l e ,  SIGMA 
ranges from 15 to  85 times the 704 depending on the quantity compared. 
(This comparison difficulty does not exist for the 7090 which has a simple 
5 times performance on everything. ) 

Clearly the only way to real ly  compare the machines is on the basis af the 
time each t a k e s  to do a given job. 
codes, l[/O comparisons, etc .  , I have choaen a familiar old problem, the 
inner loop of a matrix inversion program. 
This program is a short loop but heavy on arithmetic. 
cation af performance both on instruction fetching and arithmetic. 

The graphs at the end give the detailed timing charts on this problem for 
each of the computers being discussed. 

L 
i 

To avoid dismssions of different op. 

(Load, Mpy,  Add, Store, TIX). 
It gives a good indi- 

Notice that 1 have purposely avoided memory conflicts in the S T W T C H  
charts, eo they represent the ideal best case. 

Table XV lists mme memory data concerning the performance as repre- 
sented on the charts. 
times spent on each of the jobs not the ‘ ‘ I - ~ . y c l e * ~  times listed before. ) 

Table IV. 

(The times l i s t e d .  for the 704 and 7090 are the actual - OIIW 

Performance Data from the timing charts for the various compu- 
ters on the Matrix Inversion Prcrblem. ’ (Refer to the timing charts 
on back for details, 

1 7090 I LARC SIGMA 1 “old STRETCHti 704 I I I 

I I 

Arithmetic Time 

Indexing Time 

Branch Time 

Arithmetic Speed 

b6 
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Discusrsion of Importance of Overlap 

November 20, 1958 

A good feeling can be had of the relative importance of two factors, in- 
creased circuit speed and improved organization, by comparing the follow- 
ing three machines against the 704: 

(a) 7090 
(b) LARC - -  a hypotheticad LARC built of STRETCH circuits 

( c )  SIGMA 
and rnemoriea 

Assuming that LARC' is faster than U i R C  by the ratio of their memory 
cycles, (2 .  2 usec to 4 usec)  one can construct Table V:  

Table V: Comparison of Speeds of 7090 ,  SltGMA, and LARC 1 (LARC with 
STRETCH circuits and memorieei) in terms of 704 speed. 

7090 LARCi SIGUA Ratio: Sinma/LARC' 

Fundamental c Machine Speeds (including effect of overlap): 

Max. Instruction Rate 5. 1 0 . 9  43. 6 
X U  Speed for indexed 5 7.3 15 .0  

AU Speed (6-6-3-1 ave . )  5.  2 6 . 9  64. 1 
ops. 

Performance on Matr ix  Inversion Probiem: 

4.00 
2.  05 

2. 38 

Start-up Speed 5 4.0  3.5 
I A U  Speed 5 2.4 4. 8 
AU Speed 5 22.5 59.0 
Branching Speed 5 11.5 19.2 
Total Job Speed 5 2 3 . 5  5 0 . 0  

0. 88 
2. 00 
2. 62 
1.67 
2. 13 

We now have three different machine organti~ation all h i l t  from the same 
circuit element@. (Note: M r .  E. W. Coffin has examined a speeded up 
TRANSRC under the same assumptions in a2 M e m o  dated November 18, 1958 
and found it to be about 11 times 704 S p e d  on this problem. } 

The 7090 is not overlapped, so the factor crf 5 repreoents circuit speed in- 
Crease only. 
m d  execution). 
memory box overlap. ) 

The LARC I ha8 a factor of i! overlap (insrtruction preparation 
SIGMA has a factor of 8 overlap (these two plus 4 from 
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The picture ie complicated somewhat by the fact that the 7090 floating 
arithmetic is disproportionately BLOW for the rest  of its capability, so 
LARC1 picks up a factor of 4. 7 in total. job speed for only a factor of 2 
in overlap. 

The factor of 4 in overlap between SICMA and L A R d  net9 SIGMA a factor 
of 2.13  increase in a p e d .  
t ic  speeds differ only by a ratio of 2 .  6 2 .  

This i s  not bad in view of the fact their arithme- 

Overlap by its nature has certain limitations which prevent one from achiev- 
ing its full factor of speed increase. For Data ,  the memory conflicts which 
occur when the data references to 4 boxes occur at random cut the average 
peak data rate to 40% of its value with no conflicts. 
average is 75% of the maximum. ). Fortunately, this is not a a  serious a8 it 
sounds aince every instruction doesn't require data fetches, and the average 
time is still less than the average arith,metic time ( 1 .  37 usec compared to 
I .  44 U B ~ C  for SIGMA, ) The Look-Ahead smooths aut the data references 
in time 80 that the average rate is the one .which counts. Also the arithine- 
tic wit i s  rarely busy more than 75% of the time. 

(For two boxes the 

VZIEI. 

For instructions there  are two t y p e s  of conflicts, memory conflicts and the 
loss of one or the other half of the two nnstiruction word on a branch. 
worst a w e  is a series of branches alwa.ys !3taying in one memory box which 
completely deatroys the factor of 4 overlap. 

Fortunately, instructions are ra re ly  of this type. 
take the next instruction in order and brancth only rarely. The average rate 
differs conviderably from problem to probllem, but a value between 50% and 
80% of the theoretical maximum ier typical. 

The 

The computer will usually 

This can still be serious becauae every instruction must have an instruction 
fetch and there is only limited Look-Ahead action on instructions. 
lays on instruction fetches tend to add dir<ectly to the problem time much more 
than data fetches do. 
quired m initial start-up. 
Speed" in Table V. 

3cn spite of these difficulties, overlapping clearly pays off in the performance 
of SIGMA. 
this will have to be evaluated separately. 

Discussion of "old STRETCH" VB. present SIGMA 

Time de- 

Another penalty of overlap is the increased time re- 
This is apparent in the values listed for ''Start-up 

It does cost in increased hardware and machine complexity, but 

Perhaps the most dirrturbing part of the comparisons in Tables I thru I V  are 
those beheen SIGMA and the "old STRETCH'' as pictured in the hand-drawn 
timing charts of a year or two ago. W h a t  are the reasons for thia factor of 
2 or 3 reduction in performance? The following seem to be the main causes: 

Ccvr 
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The fundamental transistor circuit speeds are slower by 
at least a factor of 2 than those originally pastulated. 

The memories are all slower - -  parti.cularly the index registers.  
Another example, the reacll-ou,t timeof the 2 u s e c  memory is 
presently 1. 4 uaec instead of 0. 8 usec. 

The early arithmetic speed estimates were unrealistic even with 
the proposed circuit speeds. 
l a r ly  hard to explain. 

The lll. 8 usee divide" i o  particu- 

The "old STRETCH" estimates were  real ly  based, perhaps un- 
consciously, on much simpler design8 than the present ones. 
Nothing resembling the int'ricacies of the Interrupt system hard- 
ware, the VFL arithmetic, nor the present  I-Box interlocks were 
ever considered in giving the I 'O .  2 usec indexing time". 

The fact that the overall performance has dropped only by a factor of 3 in 
view of these difficulties is greatly to the credit of the engineers. 

Clear ly  it does no good to rail against over-optomistic ear ly  estimates nor 
to complain about present troubles. 
is at stake in the performance of STRETCH, W e  must hold the line every- 
where and wherever possible push it higher. 

The hanor and prestigue of the company 

HGK: j cj 

cc: Dr. W. Buchholz 
Mr.  D. W. Sweeney 
Mr. E. Bloch 
Mr. R. E. Merwin 

H. G. K ~ o l ~ k y  
Product Planning Repre sentat ive 
Pro js c t '7 0 0 0 
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